
 



 
  



  



 



 
1. In the Overview and Purpose, make it clear that bike parking is an important infrastructure 

investment to reach the city’s performance target to quadruple bicycle ridership by 2030. 
Add the following paragraph between the sentence that ends, “… and it’s environmentally 
friendly,” and the sentence that begins, “ … To encourage ridership there is … ”: 

a. The 2014 Bicycle Master Plan established a performance target of quadrupling bicycle 
ridership by 2030.  If the ridership represented in the three-year average of  2014 ACS 
bicycle  commute mode share were  quadrupled, it’d be roughly a 12.5% commute 
mode share in 2030, based on population and employment projections. There can only 
be as many people biking as there are safe, convenient places for people to lock-up 
their bikes at their end destinations. 

2. In the Overview and Purpose, clearly establish that these guidelines are meant as standards 
by which SDCI and SDOT will evaluate whether developers’ and businesses’ site plans for 
bike parking are compliant with city codes, standards, & guides.  Add the following 
paragraph to the end of the existing text: 

a. The Seattle Department of Transportation and Seattle Department of Construction 
and Inspections will  use this guide to determine the sufficiency and adequacy of bicycle 
parking planned, installed, and provided by developers, contractors, businesses, event 
producers, and governmental agencies.  



 
 



 
 
  



 



 



 



 



 



3. The photo in the bottom-left shows a corral that was installed too close to the curb. Use a 
different photo. 

4. The diagram in the bottom-right is from the new Streets Illustrated Guide. However, there 
are a number of problems with this diagram, including the fact that SDOT does not have  30' 
no-parking zones on the opposite side of the street from stop signs.  Also, the Streets 
Illustrated Guide does not show or discuss the city’s required 20’ no parking zones near all 
crosswalks.  As a result, this diagram from the Streets Illustrated Guide should not be used 
and instead a correct should be drawn/illustrated. 

 
  



 



5. Remove the phrase, “When possible, it’s encouraged that bike parking facilities be shared by 
more than one business.”  It’s not clear to what purpose this statement is included, except to 
discourage more bike parking or to make it less convenient. 

6. The guidelines should clarify that while SDOT-owned & -provided racks can count towards 
a land use's Parking Code requirements, the developer or property manager still needs to 
pay the cost for the racks. 

7. The Amazon triangle bike racks in the image in the bottom-right of the page are 
non-compliant with this guide’s spacing requirement that the racks/triangles be spaced 3’ 
apart from each-other.  This image should not be used. 



 



8. I talked with Deb Salls of Bike Works, and she said they’d like to be listed in this guide, with 
the direction that businesses should email director@bikeworks.org to procure valet 
operations. 

9. Through amendments to the city code, I’m working to require bike valet to be provided at 
any event that’s permitted through the Special Events Committee.  The baseline 
requirement will be to require bike valet for 10% of expected attendance, with allowance 
for SDOT to set different percentage requirements based on event type.  This requirement 
and the percentages should be set-out on this page.  In addition, this page should specify 
that the bike valet should be monitored, fenced-in, ticketed, and promote bicycle 
registration. 

10. Spell-out “ROW” in the section header. 
11. The “Sidewalk Bicycle Rack or On-Street Bicycle Corral Request” subsection might be best 

left simply as a new online form, with a web-link provided here. 
12. Divide the “Bicycle Rack Permit Process” subsection into two subsections, one that focuses 

simply on the multiple steps for SDOT to review a request, and another that focuses solely 
on Street Use Permits for custom bike racks. 

13. Add a subsection about neighborhood-subsidized racks, like those in Pioneer Square. 

mailto:director@bikeworks.org


 



14. Please help clarify in this document and in Table 2-1, in particular, that the clearance 
requirements in the Streets Illustrated Guide establish optimal minimum clearances, not 
absolute minimums.  Set-out an acceptable range for bike rack clearances, including a 
minimum of 1.5’ of the rack to curb edge for a parallel rack, and 2’ for a perpendicular rack.  

a. The Streets Illustrated Guide specifically authorizes the SDOT Director to allow 
different setbacks to be established based on circumstances.  Providing an allowed 
setback range through this Bicycle Parking Guide is consistent with that allowance 
and will enable SDOT to more efficiently install bike racks. 

15. Provide a diagram of the 2’ by 6’ bicycle dimensions alongside a bicycle rack, with two bikes 
locked onto a single staple rack, in order to show how much space and setbacks that are 
required for a bike. 

 



 



16. The diagram in the appendix shows different minimum clear sidewalk space (pedestrian 
access route) requirements than is listed in red here as “6-feet in downtown areas and 
4-feet in other areas.”  Make the two standards the sync-up. 

17. The “Public” and “Private” requirements state that bike racks should be installed within 50’ 
and within 25-50’ of main entrances.  These requirements should be described the same, 
which could be put into the previous heading that sets out the requirements for both public 
& private racks.  Use the following language: 

a. Racks shall be placed at convenient, usable and visible locations in close proximity to 
the main entrance to the intended destination location. Racks should be within 25 feet 
of the entrance, and no farther than 50 feet.  For buildings with  multiple groundfloor 
land uses or businesses, the required number of racks for each land use shall be located 
within the 50 feet to the applicable land use.  

18. All parking that is publicly accessible should be available to the public for public use.  If the 
signage requirement is meant to only apply to the previous wayfinding requirement for 
hard-to-find parking, then the two requirements should be combined. 

19. Provide guidance on how to accommodate family bikes, cargo bikes, and mobility trikes. 
 



 



20. Remove the photo of the long-rail rack and remove it as an approved bike rack. No company 
manufactures these, so no developer is going to buy one.  SDOT isn’t procuring any of the 
long-rail racks.  And they’re giant sidewalk blockers for pedestrians and people getting out 
of cars— just look at the photo, with the two bikes and the rack, six feet of space is blocked. 
Even if SDOT would approve of such a rack (although it shouldn’t), there’s no reason to 
highlight, show, or list it as an approved rack. 



 



21. The guide probably doesn’t need to show all these good parking examples, although it’s 
appreciated. 

a. Please note: The UW high-density racks under the shelter are not sufficiently spaced 
(3’) apart from one another. 

22. Under the “Not So Good Short-Term Bicycle Parking Examples” header, include text that 
makes it clear that SDOT and SDCI will not approve “not so good” bike racks within the 
public right-of-way or as part of building site plans. 

23. Add photos of coathanger racks, bollard/post-pounder racks, wheelbender racks, and wave 
racks & U racks that are mounted horizontally onto walls. 

 



 



24. The current Parking Code encourages bike racks to be co-located with other uses.  While 
Bicycle Security Advisors hopes that the Parking Code is amended to remove this 
encouragement, one of the unintended consequences is that other storage uses sometimes 
get more than co-located, they become the same.  New apartment buildings often charge 
$50 or more per month for bike lockers. Because the fees are so high, often these bike 
lockers are duplicated as just storage lockers.  The bike parking guidelines should make 
clear that bike lockers cannot be dual-purpose for meeting a development’s long-term bike 
parking requirements.  In addition, guidelines should be established to discourage high fees 
for what is code-required bike parking.  In my recommended code amendments, I requested 
the following language be added: 

a. Building and property managers shall not charge for long-term bicycle parking 
beyond a reasonable amount that covers the maintenance, operations, and other 
relevant costs as determined by the Director of the Seattle Department of 
Transportation. For the calendar year 2018, rates of 15 dollars per month or 150 
dollars per year, shall be considered a reasonable amount. Building managers may 
charge more if it can show its maintenance and operations costs significantly exceed 
these amounts. Calculations shall be based on total possible capacity, not on the 
number of people using the facility. 

25. Set a requirement that bike cages, rooms, and SPAs to be sized to be at least 9 square-feet 
for every bike space, with a preference for at least 12sf/bike.  This will provide an easy 
metric for SDCI staff and design review boards to know whether a developer’s site plan 
provides sufficient space for their required bike parking. 

26. Amend last bullet to read: 
a. Located on-site, or within 100-feet of pedestrian entrance, no further from building 

entrance than closest non-disabled vehicle parking space. 



 



27. The draft Parking Code update only requires bike showers and lockers for office buildings 
with more than 100,000 sf.  Bicycle Security Advisors is trying to get this requirement to 
also apply to other commercial uses.  However, the “Shower and Storage Facilities” 
requirement should be clear that showers and other facilities are encouraged for any 
nonresidential building over 50,000 sf, and required for any building over 100,000 sf.  Use 
the following language: 

a. The Seattle Municipal Code  requires two  showers (one  for each gender) for every 
100,000 square-feet of commercial and institutional use of a building.  This Bicycle 
Parking Guide also recommends that buildings have two  showers, clothing lockers, and 
a bicycle workstation for every 50,000 square-feet of non-residential use. 

28. The requirements for bicycle lockers should make clear that if the lockers are not in a 
covered area, then the lockers themselve should be fully weather protected.  Also, the guide 
should require lockers to either have a transparent window or holes in the locker walls so 
it’s so it’s possible to see into the lockers in order to prevent lockers from being used for 
illicit purposes. 

 
 
  



 



29. Wayfinding should be standardized for all bike parking, including signage and on-ground 
markings and paint to long-term bike storage areas.  

a. Provide a diagram of a standardized sign for bike parking (a circle sign with a white 
“ P” and a bike symbol on a rave green background). 

b. Require that if bike parking is in a vehicle parking garage, there should be a 
dedicated green bike lane from the garage entrance to the bike cage/room. 

c. Encourage the bike rooms/cages to be designed & decorated for wayfinding and to 
be bike-positive, such as painting the bike cage wall green with a large white bike 
symbol. 

d. Require bike rooms and cages to provide an informational board 
i. Encourages bike registration 

ii. With the city bike map. 
iii. For the cycling community to interact, such as a calendar of upcoming rides. 

30. Add the following requirement: 
a. Bicycle cages and bicycle rooms should be within 50’ of the building entrance, and 

shall be no more than 100’ from the entrance, whether it’s a garage entrance or other 
building entrance. 

31. Clarify what “two points of contact” means.  Amend the language to the following: 
a. All racks must support a bicycle in two  places, where the downtube is closest to the 

front wheel  and where the seat tube and seatstays meet on a typically-sized bike.  A 
bicycle should be able to lock a front wheel  with  a U style lock without having to 
remove the wheel  of the bicycle. 

32. The requirements that 50% of racks be on-ground horizontal and that no more than 30% of 
racks be vertical are super confusing. Because staple racks hold two bikes, in a room with 
only staple racks and vertical racks, the result would be 70% of the racks having to be 
staples and 30% being vertical. 

a. I recommend stating that 50% of the bicycle spaces must be on-ground, horizontal, 
and no more than 30% of the bicycle spaces may be vertical. 

b. Set requirement for providing at least one spot for a family/cargo bike for every 20 
bike spaces, with an adjacent outlet and signage/markings to make clear the space is 
for a family/cargo bike. 



 



33. Amend “minimum rack wall clearance” to “minimum clearance of rack from wall .” 
34. Our previous comment regarding the 50% requirement for bike racks in bike rooms and 

cages also applies to the 50% requirement in bike SPAs.  Change “racks” to “spaces.” 
35. It’s not entirely clear what the defining differences between bike rooms and bike spas are, 

or why it matters. 
36. The new Parking Code establishes the threshold for requiring showers at 100,000 sf for an 

office building.  The guidelines should clarify here that showers and lockers are encouraged 
at 50,000 sf and required at 100,000 sf, as described previously. 

37. I believe the in-lieu fee is being eliminated in the Parking Code update.  I’m not sure if these 
guidelines could somehow reinstate the in-lieu fee in certain circumstances, but it might be 
a good idea. 

38. I do not understand the purpose of the section that attempts to distinguish “Public vs. 
Private Long-Term Bicycle Parking.”  I do not see how it’s useful and I think it can be 
removed. 

39. The image of the “bike parking / locker rooms” sign should match approved wayfinding 
signage, as should be established in this guide and illustrated in the appendix. 



 



40. Under the “Not So Good Long-Term Bicycle Parking Examples” header, add text to state that 
SDCI will not approve bike rooms with “not so good” bike parking. 



 



41. Remove all references, images, and diagrams to/of the Long “Rail-Type Bike Rack.”  No 
company manufactures these, so no developer is going to buy one.  SDOT isn’t procuring any 
of the long-rail racks.  And they’re giant sidewalk blockers for pedestrians and people 
getting out of cars and pedestrians. Even if SDOT would approve of such a rack (although it 
shouldn’t), there’s no reason to highlight it or to list it as an approved rack. 

 



 



42. Explain what “2 points” of contact means, i.e. the rack provides contact (1) where the front 
wheel is closest to the downtube, and (2) where the top tube, seat tube, and seatstays meet. 

43. Explain how family bikes and cargo bikes can be accommodated.  
44. Instead of saying, “can be securely installed …” say “is securely installed …” 
45. The ADA requirements pose a potentially significant issue. Under a strict interpretation, this 

ADA requirement would require a cross-bar on all bike racks.  However, almost all custom 
bike racks installed by developers & businesses in Seattle do not include a crossbar.  We 
should make clear how SDOT & the city attorney interpret this requirement.  My hope is 
that a crossbar is not required, instead recognizing that a bike rack isn’t two independent 
posts with a bar above 24” connecting them, but instead one integrated unit. 

46. Update SDOT’s standard bike rack with thinner gauge tubing, and has a crossbar that isn’t 
tubing (instead a simple bar), is at 9-12” in height,  and doesn’t have the rubber. 

47. Use a different photo.  The triangle bike racks do not meet the standards of 3’-4’ spacing. 
 



 



48. Replace the sentence, “Galvanized steel finishes are preferred”; and insert: “Preferred 
finishes include bead-blasted stainless steel, polished stainless steel, and thermoplastic 
powder coat. TGIC powder coat finishes are discouraged.” 

49. I’m assuming you’ll get the right language for mounting requirements, with tamper-proof 
bolts or 10” depth in concrete. 

 



 



50. Add an appendix for bike theft and registration with information for bicyclists and property 
managers, including how to properly lock-up a bike, register a bike, and recommended 
signage and materials for property managers to provide in bike rooms. 

51. Add an appendix for bikeshare, including bikeshare corral design. 
52. Add an appendix for bike valet best practices. 



 



53. Organize these listed resources/organizations by topic. 
54. The URL for the city’s bike program needs to be updated to: 

http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/projects-and-programs/programs/bike-program 
55. The SPD information wrongly says theft victims should email SPD to report a theft.  That is 

not correct.  In general, they should call their local precinct office to report the theft and get 
a case file number.  They should also report the bike as stolen to Bike Index. 

56. Possibly list Twitter and two local Facebook stolen/lost bike groups as good ways for 
getting bikes back through crowdsourcing. 

57. I’m pretty sure the Seattle Cycle Tours interactive map is out-of-date.  Also, the “bicycle 
parking etiquette” page is not very professional. 

 



 



58. Please change “Bicycle Security Advocates” to “Bicycle Security Advisors.” We’re 
transitioning names. 

59. The National Bike Registry was purchased this year by Project 529 and no longer 
functionally exists.  People should be directed to http://project529.com/garage. 

60. Cascade Bicycle Club and Washington Bikes merged in 2016.  Washington Bikes is now the 
political arm of Cascade.  Cascade and Washington Bikes should probably be listed together 
rather than separately. 

61. More resources: 
a. Transit 

i. FTA’s “Manual on Pedestrian and Bicycle Connections to Transit” (Aug. 
2017), 
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/research-innovati
on/64496/ftareportno0111.pdf 

ii. APTA’s “Bicycle Accessibility to Transit Facilities” (due out soon). 
iii. Caltrain’s “Bicycle Access and Parking Planning” webpage, 

http://www.caltrain.com/projectsplans/Plans/Bicycle_Access_and_Parking_
Plan.html 

iv. BART’s Bike Program, https://www.bart.gov/guide/bikes  
b. General 

i. APBP’s “Essentials of Bike Parking: Selecting and Installing Bike Parking that 
Works” (2015), 
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.apbp.org/resource/resmgr/Bicycle_Parkin
g/EssentialsofBikeParking_FINA.pdf 

ii. Portland’s Bicycle Parking Program, 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/34813 

iii. Westside Transportation Alliance’s Suburban Bike Parking Guide (2015), 
http://www.wta-tma.org/suburban-bike-parking-guide/ 

c. Locks 
i.  http://thebestbikelock.com/ 

ii. “Best Bike Lock” Reviews, Wirecutter, 
https://thewirecutter.com/reviews/best-bike-lock/  

 

http://project529.com/garage
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/research-innovation/64496/ftareportno0111.pdf
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/docs/research-innovation/64496/ftareportno0111.pdf
http://www.caltrain.com/projectsplans/Plans/Bicycle_Access_and_Parking_Plan.html
http://www.caltrain.com/projectsplans/Plans/Bicycle_Access_and_Parking_Plan.html
https://www.bart.gov/guide/bikes
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.apbp.org/resource/resmgr/Bicycle_Parking/EssentialsofBikeParking_FINA.pdf
http://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.apbp.org/resource/resmgr/Bicycle_Parking/EssentialsofBikeParking_FINA.pdf
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/34813
http://www.wta-tma.org/suburban-bike-parking-guide/
http://thebestbikelock.com/
https://thewirecutter.com/reviews/best-bike-lock/


 



62. Obviously replace text with new Parking Code language when adopted. 
 
 
  



 



63. Please update Seattle’s standard bike corral to be 20’ in total size, to match the 20’ 
no-parking areas adjacent to crosswalks 

64. Update the spacing between the racks to 42” or 48”.  
65. Make it abundantly clear that the corral should be no closer than 2’ from the curb. 

 



 



66. Please update Seattle’s standard bike corral to be 30’ in total size, to match the 30’ 
no-parking areas adjacent to stop signs. 

67. Update the spacing between the racks to 42” or 48”.  
68. Make it abundantly clear that the corral should be no closer than 2’ from the curb. 

 



 



69. These clearance standards are extremely excessive and should be viewed as optimal, not 
minimums.  Also, these clearances are not what is in the Streets Illustrated table for bike 
parking, which states: 

 

Standard Clearances from Bicycle Parking 

From  To  Standard Clearance  What Graphic Shows 

Bicycle 
parking 

Curb when adjacent to 
parking 

3 feet (including rack in 
use with parked bicycle)  4 feet 

   Curb when adjacent to 
vehicle travel lane 

2 feet (including rack in 
use with parked bicycle) 

3 feet 

   Street tree pits and 
street furniture 

1 foot (including rack in use 
with parked bicycle) 

3 feet 

   Fire Hydrant  5 feet (including rack in 
use with parked bicycle) 

6 feet 

 
The difference may be the standard’s statement “including rack in use with parked bicycle” 
to add the additional foot.  However, note that fire hydrant illustration should then show the 
clearance as 7’, not 6’  Regardless, all these clearances are way too excessive.  Because of 
constrained sidewalk spaces, we highly encourage the Seattle Bike Parking Guidelines to 
distinguish between the “standard clearances” and “minimum clearances.” 
 
The Streets Illustrated Guide provides discretion on a case-by-case basis: 

“The minimum clearances defined in this section are requirements. When minimum 
clearances cannot be met due to site condition constraints, the City  staff will  work  with 
the applicant to determine an acceptable solution. Deviations from the standard 
clearances in this section are considered on a case by case basis and are evaluated by 
SDOT, SPU, SCL  and other departments as needed.” 

 
Because space constraints is such a commonplace problem across the city, and because 
SDOT’s bike parking spot improvement program is obligated to install 250 racks per year, 
we highly encourage SDOT to establish an acceptable clearance range that does not require 
individual, site-specific approval by SDOT, SPU, SCL and other departments for nearly all of 
the 250 racks.  We’d recommend the following minimum clearances, while still also stating 
the optimal clearance. 

Curb when adjacent to parking  1.5’ parallel, 2’ perpendicular 

Curb when adjacent to vehicle travel 
lane 

1.5’ parallel, 2’ perpendicular 

Street tree pits and street furniture  1’ parallel, 2’ perpendicular 

Fire Hydrant  5’ 



 



 
 
  



 



70. Two of the  three possible arrangements of bikes illustrated in this diagram do not meet this 
guide’s requirements for 50% of the bike racks  to be on-ground horizontal and for no more 
than 30% of the bikes to be vertical. Here are the percentages of the three possible 
arrangements illustrated here: 

a. 100% vertical 
b. 50% on-ground horizontal, 50% upper-deck horizontal. 
c. 36% vertical,  33% on-ground horizontal, 31% upper-deck horizontal. 

Only (b) meets the standard for 50% of the bike racks to be on-ground horizontal.  Update 
the diagram to match the requirements in this guideline (and our recommended change 
from requiring 50% of the racks be on-ground horizontal to 50% of the spaces). 



 



71. This diagram meets the requirement for 50% of the racks to be on-ground horizontal, with 
8 staple racks, 20 lower-deck racks, and 19 upper-deck racks. 



 



72. Add photo of each type of rack finish to the chart. 
73. The cost of thermoplastic is the same as stainless steel, at least by Sportworks’ pricing, so 

the “relative purchase cost” should be Lowest for Galvanized, Intermediate for TGIC 
powdercoat, and Highest for Thermoplastic and Stainless Steel. 

74. In the “Cautions” for thermoplastic, should remove the words “not as durable as galvanized 
or stainless” as there is already a “Durability” column that explains this issue. 

75. In the “Cautions” for stainless steel, should remove the words “maintaining appearance can 
be difficult in some locations.”  This is a problem that all racks face equally. 

 



 



76. Make sure the hyperlink to the APBP guidelines works. Also, make sure it’s not behind a 
paywall. 

77. Would Seattle permit the use of a concrete spike to install a rack? 
 



 



 
 
  



 




